Who Runs Lockdown World?
I was quite surprised to find out that there were twenty nine World Royal Families
ruling 29 countries & four Absolute Monarchs.
An Absolute Monarch is a form of monarchy in which the monarch holds supreme
autocratic authority, principally not being restricted by written laws.
The American alternative media has long blamed The British Royal Family for being
The Source of All Evil. With The Pilgrim Society,The Tavistock Institute & the idiotic
committee of 300, who appear to be ancient family bloodlines stretching back into
history with little or no intelligence or current awareness of reality as we know it.
In fact our crazy King Charles is alleged by our USA friends to be the creator of The
Climate Agenda & The Great Reset.
It is possible that The Queen has taken a step back from work & allowed Prince
Charles a few years at the helm before William takes over.
But then the worrying thing for the World & the UK population is the total insanity of
the UK government, the Civil Service & London Media etc etc.
All who seem to be following the much maligned Agenda 21 fascist Global
Government protocol.
It’s like the Hitler Nazis never died but were just reorganising.
It is a great shame that The Globalists decided to form a World Government based
on a continuation of the War & Fraud of all the old Crime Cartels & mass murderers.
We find The World Economic Forum dictating policy on the “Build Back Better“
Agenda when everybody knows they are the people who destroyed the World
Economy last time to satisfy their own insatiable greed.
And while they continue to Lockdown the Western World, thereby cutting out the
need to “negotiate” or “have a conversation.” They lead The West further down the
road of destruction, fraud & poverty. Intentionally supporting the Genocide Agenda to
kill of 90% of humanity because they “get in the way.”
And as these imbeciles concentrate on destroying the western economy & social
cohesion they failed to look at the big picture.
In sinking the west they have given control to the Asian hemisphere including Russia
& China.
Whereas they could have negotiated a Global intelligent compromise.
But unfortunately, in this way, they have excluded themselves from the future.
Because Crimes Against Humanity have a way of coming back to bite the instigator.

Opinion article.
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